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Use of the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) can save 
an experimenter's time, material, and money_ Written for the Wang 
600 Programmable Calculator, the Sequential Testing System per-
. forms the SPRT for any of seven common one-sample tests, greatly 
facilitating the use of this long-neglected clinical tool. 
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CtL4PTER I 
INTRODUCTION: TYPES OF PROBLEMS IN SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS 
Sequential analysis differs from classical analysis principally 
in that the sample size is not predetermined. This difference mani-
fests itself in the existence of sampling, stopping and decision rules 
for sequential experiments. 
Classical experiments do not have sampling rules per ~e. The de-
sign of the experiment determines ln advance how many and what kinds 
of sampling units \vill be examined. Sequential experiments have more 
flexibility, for units may be selected singly or in various groupings. 
Also absent from classical experiments are stopping rules, which tell 
the experimenter when to stop sampling. \'\~len the rule does not depend 
on the data, classical methods still apply (1). "True" sequential ex-
periments thus employ stopping rules that are data-dependent. It is 
the wide variety of plausible stopping rules, coupled with ~ifferent 
sampling rules, that makes sequential analysis so rich a subject. 
When the experiment includes a test of hypothesis, there must be 
a decision rule as well. Its purpose is to select the hypothesis most 
nearly consistent with the data. Classical hypothesis testing also 
llses decision rules, but sequential rules have their own flavor. 
Associated with sequential experiments are two important func-
tions that assist an investigator in comparing alternative sequential 
designs: the Operating Characteristic (OC) function, which gives the 
2 
probability of accepting the null hypothesis for various "true" values 
of the parameter under investigation, and the Average Sample Number 
(ASN) function, which gives the expected or average sample size for 
various "true" values of the parameter under investigation. The OC 
function is used only in sequential testing, while the ASN function is 
used both in sequential testing and ln sequential estimation. 
This chapter sketches some of the types of problems for which se-
quential methods exist. Chapter II discusses the particular problem 
that gave rise to the Sequential Testing System. 
Sequential analysis began with tests of hypotheses, specifically 
Wald's (2) Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT), applied to choos-
ing between a simple null hypothesis and a simple alternative. In his 
formulation of the problem, Wald sets up a decision space with 3 re-
gions, one for acceptance of the null, one for rejection of the null 
(acceptance of the alternative), and the third for continuation of 
sampling (Fig. 1). The value of the test statistic, modified by_each 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Obsn. number 
Figure 1. Decision space for a 2-way decision. 
additional observation, moves from point to point in the decision 
space until it touches or crosses a decision boundary. This is the 
signal for terminating the experiment. Sobel and Wald (3) applied the 
SPRT to choosing among 3 simple hypotheses on the mean of a normal 
distribution with known variance. Figure 2 shows the decision space 
for their plan; HI, HZ and H3 denote the respective hypotheses. More 
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Figure 2. Decision space for a 3-way decision. 
recently, Simons (4, 5) has discussed this 3-hypothesis case and the 
K-h)~othesis case, giving lower bounds on the ASN function. 
Choi (6) constructed a sequential test on the correlation coef-
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ficient p of 2 normally distributed populations, testing p = 0 against 
p = PI, 0 < IPII ~ 1. Under suitable restrictions this becomes a SPRT 
on the parameter of a Cauchy distribution.. Choi, gives some examples 
and states that the reduction in average sample size for the sequen-
tial test compared to that required in the fixed-sample test is "ap-
prec~able." 
In 1971 Read (7) presented a "partial SPRT" (PSl?RT) Hl;s proce-
clure is to take a sample of fixed size, then start the SPRT from that 
point. As in Wald's SPRT, the decision is betwe~1'l a simple null hypo-
thesis and a simple alternative. For parameter values between the hy-
pothesized values, the PSPRT yields ave~age sample sizes smaller than 
Wald's SPRT or Anderson's modified SPRT (8). 
A monograph by Bechhofer, Kiefer, and Sobel (9) discusses 2 gene-
ralizations of the usual decision problem. Suppose we have k known 
values of a parameter describing a set of k populations, and that the 
k parameter values are ranked from smallest to largest; then the 
iden~ification problem is to match the populations ora subset of them 
with the correct values of the parameter. The ranking problem is to 
£ind the ordered or unordered subset of the k populations correspond-
ing to the largest parameter values when those values are unknown. The 
authors give a flexible procedure that solves both problems. It re-
quires "vector-at-a-time" sampling, taking one observation from every 
population at each stage. Their theory applies to the so-called Koop-
man-Darmois populations and includes all the cases treated by Wald 
(10). They compare their results with Wald's for choosing the "bet-
ter" of two binomial populations, that is, the one with the larger 
probability of success (11). 
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This two-binomial problem, sometimes called the "two-armed bandit 
problem," has also been approached by using other sampling rules, in 
particular the "play-the-\.\'inner" rule. Originated by Robbins and Munro 
(12) and applied to clinical trials by Zelen (13), the rule is simple: 
Start with either treatment, selected at random. If the trial results 
in success, use that treatment in the next trial; otherwise, switch to 
the other treatment. Various stopping rules are a~ailable~ The best 
is probably Fushimi's (14): stop sampling when either the absolute 
., . 
difference in the number of successes is r or the sum of the failures .. \ 
is s. The quantities r and ~ are preassigned' integers whose values 
guarantee a probability of correct selection at least that desired by 
the experimenter. Fushirni gives good approximate methods for finding 
rand s. When the total sample size is fixed, play-the-winner sam-
pIing gives the same probability of correct selection as vectoT-at-a-
time sampling and uses the inferior treatment no oftener (IS). 
Sequential analysis of variance (ANOVA) greatly resembles its 
classical counterpart. Jones and Hinkelmann (16). give two procedures 
for a sequential ANOVA having a simple alternative to the usual null 
hypothesis of equal treatment effects. Both procedures employ the 
SPRT, but a few observations are taken in each group before starting 
the test. In this way it resembles the partial SPRT. Appreciable re-
duction in average sample size results from either vector-at-a-time 
sampli.ng or taking one observation at a time from a randomly selected 
treatment group. 
In the above problem types, the most common stopping rule was, 
roughly, "stop as soon as a decision is reached." In sequential esti-
mation there is no decision, and the selection of a stopping rule be-
comes crucial. Samuel (17, 18) and Freeman (19) have investigated the 
effects of four stopping rules on the estimation of population size. 
Consider a population of unkno\1il but constant size N, fish in a lake 
for example. One randomly draws an individual unit from the popula-
tion, tags it if it is not already tagged, and returns it to the popu-
lation before the next drawing. If the rule for stopping after the 
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i th observation depends only on the data collect~d'"llp,t . .o that point, 
the distribution of the maximum-likelihood estimate of N depends heav-
ily on the stopping rule, though its actual varue does not. While 
both authors give comparis'ons among the four rules, neither compares 
the lengths of the confidence intervals obtained with those of classi-
cal methods. 
A sequential estimation problem with no classical counterpart is 
that of obtaining a fixed-width confidence interval on the mean of a 
variate whose variance is unknown. Let 2d be the desired width 
of the interval and let a be the probability that the interval pro-
duced covers (includes) the mean. Chow and Robbins (2D). give a method 
that is asymptotically "consistent" (covers the mean with probability 
a) and asymptotically "efficient" (has an expected.sample size equal 
to the smallest sample size one could use if the variance were known) 
as d goes to zero. GIeser (21) has extended their results to fixed-
width intervals on linear regression parameters. 
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The literature does not contain analytic software systems for any 
of these sequential models. The purpose of this research is to design, 
program, and test such a system for 7 basic models of Wald's SPRT. 
These consist of 4 cases of -the normal distribution and one each of 
the binomial, negative binomial, and Poisson distributions. 
CHAPTER II 
THE SEQUENTIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
The motivation for the Sequential Testing System reported in this 
thesis was to develop a system that could readily perform basic se-
quential tests. It would thus provide the medical community with a 
powerful, simple analytic tool that has too long been ignored by clin-
ical and basic science investigators. This tool minimizes experimen-
tal material, time, energy, and cost. The System concerns itself with 
the decision between a simple hypothesis HO and a simple alternative 
HI on the unknown parameter of a population. The term "simple hypo-
thesis" implies that all other parameters of the distribution of inter-
est have known or assumed values. The general form of the decision 
function is 
HO: e = 80 vs. HI: e = 81 
In making the decision two kinds of error are possible: 
Rejecting HO when HO is true (Type I). 
Accepting HO when HI is true (Type II). 
The probabilities of making these errors are usually denoted by a and S 
respectively. These probabilities are not independent; glven a, HO, 
and HI, S depends on the sample size and test statistic used. 
Since several test statistics may have intuitive appeal, the mat-
er of selecting one becomes vital. The Neyman-Pearson Lemma (22) pro-
vides a method of finding a statistic that minimizes S when a, HO, and 
HI are given. This is called a "most powerful" statistic, and a test 
8 
based on it, a ''most powerful" test. For each of the,_7""cas~,s included 
in the Sequential Testing System there is somethi~'g even better~ a 
"uniformly most powerful" statistic. It prot'id.e~ a most -powerful 
test for all combinations of HO and HI, provided only that 80 < 81-
Neyman and Pearson based their proof on the likelihood function 
Pj(x,e) = f(x1,e)f(x2 ,8) ... f(x j ,8), 
where X is a row vector of j independent observations from a popula-
tion described by fex,S). The statistic is derived from the ratio of 
the likelihood under HI to the likelihood under HO: 
R
J
- = p.(X,8 1 )/p.(X,8c), 
J J 
.... , x.). 
J 
The SPRT uses this ratio to develop its test statistic. It is there-
fore a most powerful test. Furthermore, the SPRT is very nearly an op-
timum test with respect to minimizi,ng average sample size (23). 
Due to sampling variations R. can exceed 1 when HO is true and 
J 
be less than 1 when HI is true. There need to be some limits, there-
fore, to provide a test criterion.. Wald (24) suggests defining two 
constants, A and B, such that A = (I-S)/a and B = S/(l-a). The samp-
ling rule is: "Take one observation at a time from the population of 
interest." The stopping and decision rules form the test criterion. 
They are: 
Stop sampling and accept HO if R. < B. 
J -
Stop sampling and reject HO if R. > A. 
J 
Otherwise, continue sampling. 
Generally, it is unrealistic to suppose that HO or HI will be 
precisely true. As mentioned in Chapter I, the DC function gives the 
probability of accepting HO for various "true" values of 8. If h sat-
fies the equation 
9 
f or 2 
x x (
fCx,e1)]h f( 8)::: I 
£(x,8 o) x, , 
Eq. 1 
then an approximate formula for the DC function j s~ 
Lee) = Eq. 2 
Since the sample size is a random variable, we can state only its av-
erage or expected value. The ASN function does this for various "true" 
values of 8. Wald (25) gives an expression in terms of Lee): 
where 
Scope of 
Ee(n) = (L(8) In B + {I-L(e)} In A)/Ee(z) 




The Sequential Testing System handles 7 cornmon one-sample tests: 
Normal I II :::: l10 vs. 11 = 111 (ll 0 < 111) , 0 2 known 
Normal II (J = 0'0 vs. (J = 01 (00 < 01), 1-1 known 
Normal III 0 = 00 vs. cr = 01 (00 < °1), 1.1 unknown 
Normal IV 11 = 110 vs. I (11-1.lo)/al == 0, 0 2 known 
Binomial p ::: Po VS .. P ::: PI (PO < PI) 
Negative Binomial m = rno vs. m ::: fi l (rno < ill1), k known 
Poisson lJ = l-lo vs. 1-1 ::: 111 elJ 0 < 111) 
Wald formulated and reported on the first 5 of these tests in his 
pioneering book, Sequential Analysis. Eight years later an article by 
Waters (26) reported the first and fifth cases and gave formulas for 
the last two also. 
Formulas 
The test statistic Z(j) is a function of J, the observation num-
10 
ber. The test criterion is 
Stop sampling and accept HO if Z (j) < .s-t .. "x -j . + -h 0'. Eq. Sa 
Stop sampling and reject HO if Z(j~ > -
s .. x j + hI. Eq. Sb 
Otherwise, continue sampling. 
In these formulas 5, hO, and hI are constants depending on HO, HI, A, 
and B. A statement of the plotting limits for the OC and ASN curves 
follows the formulas for each case; 8L and eU denote the lower and up-
per limits respectively, and r = 81-80. 
Normal I: Test on mean II when variance 0 2 is known. 
Test statistic: Z(j) = I x. 
1 
1 = 1,2, .... ,j 
Letting KO = 2 hOja 2 and Kl = 2 hl/a 2 we have 
L(l.l) = eXt{Kl(S-ll)} 1 exp Ki(s-~)} - exp{KO(s-~)} 
L(s) = In A/(ln A - In B) 
EllCn) 
= hI - L(~)(hI-hO) 
].1-s 
E (n) = - hl hO/o 2 s 
Plotting limits: llL = ~o - T/2; ~U = III + r/2. 
Normal II: Test on standard deviation a when mean II lS known. 
Test statistic: Z(j) = LCX.-ll)2 
.1 
2 
s = D In(crl/oO) 
a = l{exp(2st)-1}/2t 
a = IS 
2 
hO = - In B 
D 
1 = I,2, ... ,j 
2 
hI = - In A 
D 
t f: 0 
t = a 
LCa) ::: eXE(t hI) 1 exp(t hI) - exp(t hO) t -f; 0 
LC/s) ::: hl/ (hI - hO) 
E en) hI -
L (0) (hI - hO) 
::: 
0 2 - 5 0 
t#-O 
EIS(n) ::: - hI hO/2s 2 
gPlotting limits: 0L ::: 00 - r/2 if greater than zero; otherwise, 
0L ::: 00/2; aU ::: 01 + r/2. 
Normal III: Test on standard deviation a when mean lJ lS unknown. 
Test statistic: Z(j) 
where x. 
J 
::: L (x. -x. ) 2 . 
1 J 
::: I x./j 
1 
i ::: I,2, ... ,j 
i = I,2, .... ,j 
and j must be 2 or greater. Everything else is the same as for Nor-
mal II except that the average sample size is increased by 1. 
Normal IV: Test on mean ~ when variance 0 2 is known. 
Test statistic: Z(j) = In cosh{o~(xi-Vo)/O} i::: 1,2, ... ,j 
hO ::: In B hI ::: In A 
11 







Test on proportion p. 
statistic: Z (j) :: L x. 1 
1 hO 1 - -In U ::: - In D D 
In (T/U) T :: PI/PO 
Uh - 1 
Uh - Th 
s 
B 
1 ::: 1,2, ... ,j 
1 
hI = - In A 
D 
h 'i 0 
h = a 
L(p) :::: h -f 0 
L(s) :::: hl/(hl + IhOI) 
E Cn) = hI - L(p) (hI - hO) 
p p - s 
h #- t) 
Es(n) = (In A In B)/(In T In U) 
Plotting limits: PL = PO/2; Pu == (1 + Pl)/2 .. 
Negative Binomial: Test on mean m when exponent k is known. 
Test statistic: Z(j) == I x. 
1 
k 1 
s = - In U hO = - In 
D D 
D :::: In(T/U) T == PI/PO 
P = m/k Q == 1 + p 
U
h - 1 
m = k h _ Th U 
m ::;:: S 
L(rn) = 
L(s) = hi/ChI - hO) 
E Cn) 
m 
== hI - LCm) (hI - hO) 
m - s 
B 
Es(n) == (In A In B)/(In T In U) 
i == 1,2, ... ,j 
1 hI == - In A 
D 
h "I 0 
h == 0 
h # 0 
h f:. 0 
Plotting limits: mL == mO/2; mU == ml + r/2. 
Poisson: Test on mean ~. 
Test statistic: Z(j) == I x. 
1 
1 == I,2, ... ,j 
12 
S ::: C111-1.10) lIn T hO = In B/In T 
T ::: 111/110 
5 In t 
~ = t - 1 
11 ::: 5 
LCll) ::: 
Les) = hi/ChI - hO) 
E en) 
1.1 
::: hI - L(~)(hl - hO) 
11 - s 
E en) = - hI hO/s s 
t ::: 1 
t t- 1 
t f: 1 
Plotting limits: 1.1L = ~o - r/2 if greater than zero; otherwise, 
llL = 110/2; ~U ::: 111 + r/2. 








Derivation of the last set of formulas will illustrate the calcu-
lations involved in obtaining the others. The Poisson distribution is 
defined by 
x = 0,1,2, .. e' 
The likelihood function R. for a sample of size j is 
J 
and 
::: f(xl'~1)f(x2'~1) .•. f(xj,111) 
Rj f(xl,~o)f(x2,~o) ... f(xj'~o) 
In R. ::: zl + z2 + . . . + z . , where J J Eq. 4 defines z. 
Since z. = x. In(lJl/~O) - (W1-11o) ::: x. In T - C111-110), 
1 1 1 
In R. ::: l x. In T - j (1-11-1.10). J 1 
Writing the test criterion in terms of In R., we have 
J 
Stop sampling and accept HO if In R. < In ~, 
J -
Stop sampling and reject HO if In R. >·~n A 
J 
Otherwise, continue sampling. 
The acceptance criterion becomes 
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and similarly for the rejection criterion. Matching terms with Eq. Sa 
and Eq. Sb gives the formulas for Z(j), 5, hO, and hI. The basic equa-
tion relating h and ~ comes from Eq. 1: 
l. ({~l/~O}X exp{-(~l_~o)})h ~x exp(-~)/x! = I 
x 
or I !! (~Th)X exp(-{~ + h(~l-~O)}) = 1. 
x 
This is possible only if 
or l1(T
h 
-1) = hC111-11o) 
or 11 = hC111-110)/CT
h
-I). 
A transformation will result in the equations shown and speed up 
machine computation. Let 
or h = In t/ln T. 
Then 5 In t • 
t - 1 
Expansion of In t in Taylor series about 1 shows that 11 approaches s 
as t approaches 1. This proves Eqs. 6 and 7. Now consider Ah; this is 
Ah = exp(h In A) = exp(ln t In A/In T) 
= exp(hl In t) 
hl = (exp (In t)) 
= t h1 , 
IS 
and similarly for Bh. Substituting into Eq. 2 gives Eq. 8. Expansion 
of exp(hl In t) in Taylor series about 1 shows that L(V) approaches 
Eq .. 9 as t approaches 1. In the ASN formula of Eq. 3, the only term 
that needs evaluating lS E (z). Since 
11 
z = x In T - (~l-~O) 
Substituting this into Eq. 3 and dividing both numerator and denomina-
tor by In T gives Eq. 10. Wald (27) gives an easy way of finding the 
ASN value for 11 = 5 : 
E (n) - (In 
2 
= A In B)/E (z ), 
5 S 
and E (z2) E Cx2 Cln T)2 - 2X(~1-~o)ln T + :::: 
5 5 
Since E Cx2) = s + 52 for the Poisson, 
5 
2 
(111-110) ) .. 
Noting that ~l-~O = s In T, we may substitute in the above equation: 
or 
222 222 2 = s(ln T) + s (In T) - 2 5 (In T) + 5 (In T) , 
2 
s(ln T) , 
. 2 
so E Cn) = - In A In B/s(ln T) . s 
Dividing both numerator and denominator by (In T)2 gives Eq. 11 and 
completes the derivation. 
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Some Aspects of System Design 
Superficial examination of the foregoing formulas glves the im-
pression that the system design involves merely a translation into some 
appropriate computer language. A closer look, however, reveals that e 
is a transcendental function of h or t in 5 of the 7 cases. No ana-
lytic solutions exist, so neither the OC nor the ASN function can be 
expressed directly in terms of 8. Plotting the OC and ASN functions in 
--the specified range of e requires, therefore, a numerical solution. 
Several approaches are available. They include: a stepwise approxima-
tion, .a Newton-Raphson solution to the equation fet) - 8 = 0, and the 
use of so-called "resubstitution" methods. 
The stepwise algorithm illustrates the computational effort in-
volved in a numerical solution. Let e = f(t), and let f be a strictly 
increasing function. The algorithm to solve for t, given e = a, is: 
1. Pick a starting value for t, say to' an increment size d, and 
a tolerance level L. Calculate e = f(tO). If Ie - al ~ L, stop; to 
is the required solution. If not, we may assume without loss of gene-
rality that e < a. 
2. Let t = to + d. Calculate e = f(t). If Ie - al < L, stop; t = 
15 the required solution. 
3. If e < a and 18 - al > L, continue to increment t by d until 
e > a. If at any time Ie - al < L, stop; t is the required solution. 
4. If e > a, decrement t by d; then divide d by 10, giving a new d. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until a solution is found. 
Note that L must exceed the roundoff error of the machine used or an 
endless loop may result. 
The changes when f(tO) exceeds a or when f lS a strictly decreas-
17 
ing function, are obvious. 
\\1hen one ,..;ishes many solutions of the equation, this procedure 
takes a great deal of time; there is only a minor gain from the syste-
matic approach of letting the new to be the previous solution. The an-
swer is to remove the constraint of using equal intervals on e and use 
equal intervals on h or t. This procedure has the disadvantage that a 
small change in h or t tends to produce the largest changes in e in the 
region of greatest interest, viz., 80 < e < 8 1 _ Using many small in-
tervals for h or t circumvents this difficulty, however, and the de-
crease in computation time is substantial. 
Mlile the stepwise algorithm is inappropriate for determining h 
or t for many values of 8, a modification of it is useful for finding 
the limits on h or t: 
1. Let f be a strictly increasing function-of t. Start t at the 
value for which fCt) = 8 0 ; this can be calculated for any case. 
2. Decrement t by some predetermined amount d, and calculate f(t). 
If this is less than eL, stop; t is the required value for t L. 
3. Repeat step 2 until f(t) lS less than 8L- The final value of 
t is tL* 
To find t u' start with t such that f(t) = 9 1 and go upward. The chang-
es when f is a strictly decreasing function are obvious. 
For the binomial~ a second procedure for finding limits was avail-
able, since p must lie between zero and one. Although it will not be 
shown here~ the lower limit on p is guaranteed by letting hL be 
In(2/PO)/ln T, and the upper limit by letting hU be In(2/ql)/ln U. 
Another major design problem stemmed from the desire to have a 
maximally useful system. This required it to be progranuned for an in-
18 
expensive machine with which the user could interact. Small machines, 
however, have limited storage capacity. This necessitated the maximum 
use of overlays in the system design, and the designing of an execu-
tive program to supervise the loading of program segments. The exec-
utive also needed the capability of selecting the proper program seg-
ments, since a user might not wish to exercise all available options 
in a given run. 
CHAPTER III 
OPERATING MANUAL FOR THE SEQUENTIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
This chapter consists of a brief description of the equipment used 
by the Sequential Testing System, followed by the entre Operating Man-
ual, which contains operating instructions and examples. 
The Wang 600 Programmable Calculator is a dual-purpose machine. 
Its keyboard allows it to function as a powerful calculator in manual 
mode; its.ability to store and execute a program allows it to function 
as a small yet versatile computer in automatic mode. Equipped with a 
tape cassette drive, the 600 has a capability nearly unique among ma-
chines of its size: it can not only store programs on tape for later 
use, but also load them under program control. This allows the use of 
ftoverlays,1f i.e., the use of the same area of storage by several dif-
ferent programs loaded in sequence, in effect giving the 600 virtually 
unlimited program storage capacity. The Sequential Testing System is 
programmed for the Model 600-6, which has a capacity of 824 program 
steps. Of the seven cases, five use seven overlays and two use six 
overlays. 
Although the· 600 has a "ide variety of peripheral devices avail-
able, the Sequential Testing System requires only one: the Wang 602 
Plotting Output Writer. This is a specially modified IBM Selectric 
typewriter that can both type characters and plot points in increments 
of one hundredth of an inch. In the Sequential Testing System, it ope-
rates entirely under program control. 
INTRODUCTION 
Classical and Sequential Hypothesis Testing 
Taking the binomial proportion p as an example, let us compare 
the classical (non-sequential) and sequential tests of the null hypo-
thesis HO: p = PO' where Po is some specified value of p. 
The classical procedure is to choose the probability n of falsely 
rejecting HO, take a sample of fixed size, calculate a test statistic, 
compare its value to a critical value, and decide whether to reject HO 
or not. The alternative hypothesis HI may be non-specific (ftcompos-
i ten), such as HI: p > PO' or specific C'simple"), such as HI: p : PI' 
where Po < PI- To calculate the probability a of falsely accepting HO 
the alternative hypothesis must be simple; then HI and the sample size 
determine f3. 
Sequential tests use the same procedure, but with a key differ-
ence: the sample size is now a random variable. The critical value of 
the test statistic is no longer fixed, but varies with the number of 
b . F the J.th b . th t ·t· o servat10ns. or 0 servat10n, say, ere are now wo cr1 1-
cal values, an nacceptance number" a(j) and a "rejection number" r(j). 
U · 11 b t . th h the J' th lIt 1 f th s1ng a 0 serva lons roug , one ca ell a es a va ue or e 
test statistic (called Z(j) in this manual) and makes one of three de-
cisions: accept HO, reject HO, or continue sampling. For example, if 
one is testing HO: p = Po against 111: P = Pl (PO < PI)' a(j) is less 
than r,(j). If the test value lies between those numbers, continue 
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sampling; otherwise, accept or reject HO accordingly. 
General Philosophy of the Sequential Testing System 
This is intended to be a ftset-it-and-forget-it" system. The user 
loads the appropriate program into the computer's memory, enters the 
values relevant to his problem, and lets the computer do the rest. 
The system produces 6 kinds of output. 
The minimum output consists of the values keyed in, plus three 
numbers labeled "slope," "hO,tf and "hI." The acceptance and rejection 
numbers are linear functions of j, the observation number; the three 
values are their (common) slope and their respective intercepts. 
The table of acceptance/rejection numbers gives critical values 
of the test statistic, the a(j) and r(j) mentioned previously_ There 
is also a message stating the formula for the test statistic. 
A graph of the acceptance and rejection lines is available. 
A graph of the Operating Characteristic (~C) function is avail-
able.: The OC function gives the probability of accepting the null hy-
pothesis for a range of "true" values of the parameter being tested. 
A graph of the Average Sample Number (ASN) function is available. 
The ASN function gives the expected or average value of the (variable) 
sample size for a range of "true" values of the parameter being tested. 
After the computer has completed its Tun, the user can calculate 
from his data and plot the value of the test statistic. By using the 
graph of the acceptance and rejection lines, he can obtain both picto-
rial and numerical display of the direction his data are taking. 
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Scope of the System 
The Sequential Testing System handles 7 conunon cases of testing 
a simple null hypothesis HO against a simple alternative HI: 
Normal I II = l-lo vs. 11 = 111 (11 a < 111), 0 2 known 
Normal II cr = 0'0 vs. a = 01 (0'0 < (1), 1.1 known 
Normal III (J = 0"0 vs .. cr = 0'1 (00 < 0'1), l.l unknown 
Normal IV 11 = 110 vs. I (11-110)/0'1 - 0 , a2 known 
Binomial p :::;: Po vs. P = PI (PO < PI) 
Negative Binomial m = rna vs. m =: m1 (mO < mt)' k known 
Poisson 1..1 = 110 vs. II = 111 (110 < 111) 
The Program Descriptions show how a composite hypothesis may be refor-
mulated into a simple hypothesis. 
References . 
Wa1d, A. Sequential Analysis. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc", 1947. 
Waters, W .. E. "Sequential Sampling in Forest Insect Surveys." 
Forest Sci~nce 1:68-79, 1955. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - NORMAL I 
The problem of testing the mean may arise in checking on, say, 
some side effect of a drug. Let x be a measurable quantity that con-
stitutes the side effect, such as increase in blood pressure, and sup-
pose that x is normally distributed with mean ~ and known variance 0 2 • 
Suppose further that we wish to reject a lot produced, if ~ equals or 
exceeds some value ~', and to accept it otherwise. 
Now if ~ is near ~', it will not matter much which decision is 
taken. But it will be possible to find two values, ~o and ~1 (~o < 
u' < ~l)' such that it is an error of practical consequence to reject 
a lot whenever ~ < ~o, and it is an error of practical consequence to 
accept a lot whenever ~ > ~l. The probability of rejecting a lot (de-
ciding that ~ is too large) should not exceed a small preassigned value 
~ whenever ~ < ~o, and the probability of accepting a lot (deciding 
that ~ is small enough) should not exceed a small preassigned value B 
whenever lJ > 111. 
The normal distribution has the probability density function 
_co < x < 00 
Normal I 
Test HO: ~ = ~o against HI: ~ = ~l (~o < ~l)' 0 2 known 
Test statistic: Z(j) = 1. x. 
1. 
i = 1,2,."",j 
Test criterion: Accept HO if Z(j) < a(j) = s x j + hO 
Reject HO if Z(j) > r(j) . + hI ::;; s x J 
.,. 
Otherwise, continue sampling 
Here, slope s = (~1+~o)/2 hO =.C In B hI = C In A 
B = ~/(l-a) A = (l-S)/a 
Operating Characteristic function: 
Let KO = 2 hO/a 2 and Kl = 2 hl/o 2 ; then 
L (1-l) 
= exp(Kl{s-~}) 1 
exp(Kl{5:~}) - exp(Kbls-~J) 
L (lJ) = In A/{ln A - In B) 





= hI - L(lJ) (hI - hO) 
lJ - S 
= - hI hO/cr 2 
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1J = S 
11 = s 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
A. RUNNING THE PROGRAM 
1. Load Program Tape, Side 1. 
a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Depress RUN 
d) Key I ?RlME I 
e) Key 1:.., I SHIFT I, 0 (alpha) 
£) Key I LOAD PROG ( 
g) Key I VERIFY PROG 
Display should read: 
I +3790. 000000 
h) Key I PRIME I 
2. Position the paper on the 602. 
a) Make sure the 602'5 power 
is ON and it is in AUTO mode. 
b) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper until perfora-
tions at top of new page are 
hidden behind bar of paper 
bail (the bar with rollers 
that holds the paper down). 
EXAMPLE 
110 = 9 111 = 11 0 2 = 
ex. ;;::; .01 a = .01 
options = 211 nO = 20 
1. Same as #1 in general in-
structions. 




OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
lJo = 9 111 = 11 0 2 
a = .01 B 
options = 211 
c) Throw X-V AXIS MOTOR switch 
back to ON. 
3. Key I GO I 3. Key I GO I 
NOTE: Program writes heading lines for this case. 
Program writes "uO = "; display is dark. 
= .01 
nO 
4 • Key J:!.Q.., key I GO I 4. Key ~, key I GO I 
= 20 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "u! = "; display is dark. 
5. Key J:!J.., key 1 GO I 5. Key 11 , key I GO I 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "variance = n; display 
is dark. 
6. Key a 2 , key I GO I 6. Key.§.., key I GO I 
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= 6 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If III is not greater than Vo, or 
if 0 2 is not greater than zero, program writes If INPUT ERROR" 
and goes back to #4. 
Otherwise, program writes "alpha = "; display is dark. 
7. Key a (probabili ty of rej ecting 7. Key .01, key I GO I 
HO when HO is true), key [ GO ] 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
110 = 9 III = 11 0 2 = 
ex =.01 S = .01 
options = 211 nO = 20 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "beta = "; display is dark. 
8. Key ~ (probability of accepting 
HO when HO is false), key [QQJ 
8. Key .01, key (g£] 
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6 
NOTE: Pr,ogram writes value keyed t then "options = H; display is dark. 
Options: 
200 - Table and graph of acceptance/rejection numbers 
100 - Table of acceptance/rejection numbers only 
10 - Graph of Operating Characteristic (OC) curve 
1 - Graph of Average Sample Number (ASN) curve 
To find the code number for the option combination you want, 
add the appropriate numbers. Examples: 211 specifies every-
thing, 10 specifies OC graph only, and 0 specifies only the 
minimum output. 
9. Key option c,ode, key []QJ 9. Key 211, key []2J 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you specified option 200 or 
100, program writes UnO = It; display is dark. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
llo = 9 111 = 11 0 2 = 
a =.01 S = .01 
options = 211 nO = 20 
10. Key nO' key [QQJ 10. Key ~, key ~ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you do not key a value, pro-
gram sets nO to 20. 
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6 
The minimum output consists of the common slope 5 of the ac-
ceptance and rejection lines, and their intercepts, hO and hI 
respectively. All other output is under the control of the 
option code. If you specified everything (code 211), the pro-
gram will run about 8 minutes. 
When the program has written all the output specified, it 
writes "END OF JOB" in the lower left corner of the last page 
of output. 
A sample output follows: 
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SC4u~nti~1 Analysis 
Sor~al Distr1bution (u iG l~ss th3n a given value, variance kno~n) 
uO .. 9.QCO ul· 11.000 v~r1once· 6.000 
alpha - .010 beta" .010 options· 211 nO" 20 
slo;u! .. 10.00000 hO --ll.78535 hi - 13.78515 
Obsn. Accl'V- R,~j {"c- Test statistic: 
r;uf'1ner t.J;)CoC' ~ t i (l:1 " S U ~!:1.\ T ! 0 N Xi 
1 -J.7SD 2 L H~'S 3 
2 6.:'.1:'6- ]3.7::)53-
3 16.~1~1) '1].J:153 .. 2u.21';'6 53.US) 
5 36. 2:'.6 () 3. }.,)S j 
6 H.2146 73. ];~ ~l 3 
1 :'(,.21 t, (, il1. :1 Ii '») 
H 66.2H!> 'J3.}s~J 
9 ]( •. :1 ~(l 103.7S·:iJ 
10 &6.2 tt..6 l1J.:1I\S) 
11 9 t). :! t f. (, 12.1. IS').) 
12 lO6.:.!i t.5 113. "}:; '} J 
13 11{J.~~:.J") 1·'.1. i~lti1 
1<4 1~6.:l~.b 1 P. ]!c.d 
15 llu.2U!J 16J.7!~,)J 
16 !1,6.:1f.,5 173.7S'>1 
17 156. :!1~6 1:) ']. 7:; 50 ), 
] 8 1(. ( •• 2 If. (} I'll.]:;')} 
19 1 7f.. Hid:' 203.I.Hl 
:20 :'36.214& 213.70~3 
Y AXIS 
GR.;P:;: A~C(:?ta:;c.t!'-ii.ejcct1on Regions. ReJECT NULL 
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• 
Avcr~~c S3m~1~ ~u~bcr 
:;Cff;l.ll Cu ll'r.~ th,"ln :l &iv<'n value, vo'lrL.'Io'\ce kno .. n) 
X-;o.,,15 un:lt -
y-a:.;1s vn1t -
• !'OO (x - oJ-s) 
10.000 (1 - AS~ value) 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
B. CALCULATING AND PLOTTING THE 
TEST STATISTIC FROM YOUR DATA 
1. a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Key I PRIME 1 
d) Key [.LOAD~ PROG I 
e) Key I VER"I~FY PROG J 
Display should read: 
I +2982.000000 t 
f) Key I PRIME I 
2. a) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper back until 
x-axis of "Acceptance-Re-
jection Regions" graph is 
directly under typing ball. 
Type * (manual mode) to 
check. 
EXAMPLE 
110 = 9 111 = 11 0'2 = 
0'. = .01 S = .01 
options = 211 nO = 20 
DATA: 10.5, 9.5, 15.5, 14.5, 
9.0, 10.5, 13.5, 16.5; RE-
.JEer HO 
1. Same as #1 in general 
instructions. 





b) Continuing to use *, align 
typing ball directly over 
origin. 
c) Make sure X-Y AXIS MOTOR 
switch is ON, and the 602 
is in AUTO mode. 
3. a) Key fex) I 06 I 
b) Key!, key [QQJ 
4. a) Key f(x) I OS~ I 
b) Key number following "y-
axis unit value" at top 
left of page, key [QQJ 
S. a) Key fex) [Q!J 
b) Key number following "x-
axis unit value" at top 
left of page, key ( GO I 
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EXAMPLE 
llo = 9 111 = 11 0'2 ;;: 6 
a == .01 S == .01 
_options = 211 nO = 20 
DATA: 10.S, 9.5, 15.5, 14 .. 5, 
9.0, 10.5, 13.5, 16.5; RE-
JECT HO 
3. Same as #3 in general 
instructions. 
4. a) Key f(x) [Q[] 
b) Key SO, key I GO I 
s. a) Key f(x) (:04 J 
b ) Ke y .?.' key t GO I 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
lJo =: 9 1Jl =: 11 0 2 = 6 
a =: .01 S = .01 
options !::: 211 no =: 20 
DATA: 10.5, 9.5, 15.5, 14.5, 
9.0, 10.5, 13.5" 16.5; RE-
JECT HO 
6. a) Key fex) ~ 6. a) Key f(x) [QI] 
b) Key xi (data value), key [QQJ b) Key 10.5, key [QQJ 
NOTE: Program calculates and plots the value of the test statistic. 
Then it writes the observation number, data value, and test 
statistic value and returns the typing ball to the origin. 
Column headings written by the program identify output. 
c) Continue keying data values 
until you reach a decision 
or run out of data. 
c) Key 9.5, key [QQJ, etc. 
NOTE: Always use the numerical value of the test statistic as the 
basis of your decision. Small misalignments may make a plot-
ted value seem decisive when it is not. 
A sample output follows: 
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t 
CltAPI1: Acc~pt.nce-arjrction ReF-iona 
x-aJ(.1. unit value .. 5.000 
y-.~h "nit value - 50 .. 000 
O~.ll. Dat_ pt. Test &t.,t. 
1 10.5000 10.5000 
2 9.5000 20.0000 
3 15.5000 35.5000 
4 110.5000 50.0000 
5 9.0000 59.0000 
6 10.5000 69.5000 
1 13.5000 83.0000 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - NORMAL II 
The problem of testing the standard deviation arises frequently, 
for example, in determining the reproducibility of an experiment or 
the variability of response to a given drug dose. Suppose that x is 
some measurable quantity characteristic of the response to a drug, 
such as blood pressure, blood lead, or urine glucose, and that x is 
normally distributed with known mean~. The drug is considered bet-
ter, the smaller the standard deviation, OJ of x. If the new drug is 
competing with the current "best" drug for general acceptance, there 
will be a value a' such that the new drug is considered inferior if 
a > 0' and superior if cr > crt. 
If cr is near a', it does not matter much which decision IS made. 
But it will be possible to specify 2 values, ao and 01 (00 < crt < 01), 
such that classification of the new drug as inferior is an error of 
practical consequence whenever a < Go, and classification of the new 
drug as superior is'an error of practical consequence whenever a > 01-
The probability of classifying the new drug as inferior (deciding that 
a is too large) should not exceed a small preassigned value a whenever 
cr < ao, and the probability of classifying the new drug as superior 
(deciding that a is significantly smaller) should not exceed a small 
preassigned value S whenever a > 01. 
The normal distribution has the probability density function 
-co < x < co 
Normal II 
Test HO: a = 00 against HI: cr = 01 (ao < at), ~ known 
Test statistic: Z(j) = I (Xi-~)2 i = 1.2 •..•• j 
Test criterion: Accept HO if Z(j) < a(j) = s x j + hO 
Reject HO if Z(j) > r(j) = 5 X j + hI 
Otherwise~ continue sampling 
2 Here, slope s ::: D In(crl/aO) 
where D = (1/0'0) 2 - (1/0'1) 2 
2 
hO = - In B D 
B = 8/(1-a) 
hI = ~ In A 
A = (l-$Jja 
The Operating Cha:racter~stic (OC) and Average Sample Number (ASN) 
t, .... 00 < t < 00: 
cr = v'( e xp {2 s t }-l) 72 t 
(j = vS 
oc function: 
L(O) 
= exp(t hI) 1 
expCt hI) - expCt hO) 




= hI - L (0) (hI - hO) 
0 2 - s 
2 
E (n) = - hI hOj2s 
cr 
t , 0 
t = 0 
t # 0 
t = 0 
t f. 0 
t = 0 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
A. RUNNING THE PROGRAM 
1. Load Program Tape, Side 1. 
a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Depress RUN 
d) Key I PRIME· I 
e) Key 9, I SHIFT ~ [il (alpha) 
£) Key I LOAD PROG I 
g) Key I VERIFY PROG I 
Display should read: 
I +4856.000000 ) 
. h) Key 'PRIME I 
2. Position the paper on the 602. 
a) Make sure the 602's·power 
is ON and it is in AUTO mode. 
b) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper until perfora-
tions at top of new page are 
hidden behind bar of paper 
bail (the bar with rollers 
that holds. the paper down). 
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EXAMPLE 
eJo = 2 0'1 = 3 11 = 13 
a. = .01 B = .os 
options = 211 nO = 25 
1. Same as #1 in general in-
structions. 
2. Same as #2 in general in-
structions. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE . 
00 = 2 01 = 3 1..1 = 13 
a. = .01 S = .05 
options = 211 nO = 25 
c) Throw X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
back to ON. 
3. Key I GO I 3. Key []QJ 
NOTE: Program writes heading lines for this case. 
Program writes "std. dev. 0 = H; display is dark. 
4. Key ~, key [Q2J 4. Key ~, key [QQJ 
NOTE: Program writes value 'keyed, then Ustd.dev. 1 = "; display 
is dark. 
5. Key 21.., key I GO I 5. Key l, key [ GO I 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If 01 is not greater than 00, 
program writes "INPUT ERROR" and goes back to #4. 
Otherwise .. program writes "u = It; display is dark. 
6. Key B., key I GO 6. Key .!2., key I GO I 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "alpha = "; display is dark. 
7. Key a (probability of rejecting 7. Key .01, key I GO I 
HO when HO is true), key [QQJ 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
00 = 2 0'1 = 3 II = 13 
ex. = .01 f3 = .05 
options = 211 nO = 25 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "beta = It; display is dark. 
8. Key ~ (probability of accepting 
HO when HO is false), key [Q2J 
8. Key .05, key [QQJ 
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NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "options = H; display is dark. 
Options: 
200 - Table and graph of acceptance/rejection numbers 
100 - Table of acceptance/rejection numbers only 
10 - Graph of Operating Characteristic (OC) curve 
1 - Graph of Average Sample Number (ASN) curve 
To find the code number for the option combination you want, 
add the appropriate numbers. Examples: 211 specifies every-
thing, 10 specifies OC graph only, and 0 specifies only the 
minimum output. 
9. Key option code, key [QQJ 9. Key 2lf, key [QQJ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you specified option 200 or 
100, program writes "nO = "; display is dark. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
00 = 2 0'1 = 3 11 = 13 
a = .01 S = .05 
options = 211 nO = 25 
10. Key nO' key I GO I 10. Key 25, key [§QJ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you do not key a value, pro-
gram sets nO to 20. 
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The minimum output consists of the common slope s of the ac-
ceptance and rejection lines, and their intercepts, hO and hI 
respectively_ All other output is under the control of the 
option code. If you specified everything (code 211), the pro-
gram will run about 8 minutes. 
When the program has written all the output specified, it 
writes "END OF JOBH in the lower left corner of the last page 
of output. 
A sample output follows: 
Sequc~tlal Analyst, 
:;or::.ll Distril/utl0!l (lOtd. d~" .. Jocs not "'):eced a r.ivt'n v.l1ui.'t u knelln) 
1.01)0 U" 11.0110 
.:J.lp'!13 - .010 bet.l .... 050 options" III nO ... ,:!S 
65.51:38 slope .. 
Ob!>:\ .. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
B. CALCULATING AND PLOTTING THE 
TEST STATISTIC FROM YOUR DATA 
1. a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Key I P~I~~ I 
d) Key ( LOAD PR9~G~ ] 
e) Key I VERIFY PROG~] 
Display should read: 
[: ~+ 2 9 8 2 • 0000:0:0 ] 
£) Key I PRIME I 
2. a) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper back until 
x-axis of "Acceptance-Re-
jection Regions" graph is 
directly under typing ball. 
Type * (manual mode) to 
check. 
EXM1PLE 
00 = 2 0'1 = 3 lJ = 13 
a = .01 S = .05 
options = 211 nO = 25 
DATA: 15.1, 11.9, 17.3, 10.1, 
8.1, 18.6, 11.8, 13.0, 9.2, 
15.8, 7.1; REJECT HO 
1. Same as #1 in general 
instructions. 
2. Same as #2 in general 
instructions. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
b) Continuing to use *, align 
typing ball directly over 
origin. 
c) Make sure X-Y AXIS MOTOR 
switch is ON, and the 602 
is in AUTO mode. 
3. a) Key fex) I 06 I 
b) Key ~, key I GO 
4. a) Key f(x) ( OS 1 
b) Key number following "y-
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key I GO I 
5. a) Key f(x) I 04J 
b) Key number following "x-
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key [QQJ 
EXAMPLE 
Go = 2 01 = 3 1.1 = 13 
0'. = .01 f3 == • 05 
options = 211 nO = 25 
DATA: 15.1, 11.9, 17.3, 10.1, 
8.1, 18.6, 11.8, 13.0, 9.2, 
15.8, 7.1; REJECT HO 
3. Same as #3 in general 
instructions. 
4. a) Key fex) [QIJ 
b) Key ~, key I GO t 
5. a) Key fex) [Q!J 




6. a) Key f(x) [QI] 
b) Key xi (data value), key [QQJ 
EXAMPLE 
00 = 2 01 = 3 v. = 13 
Q', = .01 t3 = .05 
options = 211 n = 25 o 
DATA: 15.1, 11.9, 17.3, 10.1, 
8.1, 18.6, 11.8, 13.0, 9.2, 
15.8, 7.1; REJECT flO 
6. a) Key f(x) [QI] 
b) Key 10.5, key·[QQJ 
NOTE: Program calculates and plots the value of the test statistic. 
Then it writes the observation number, data value, and test 
statistic value and returns the typing ball to the origin. 
Column headings written by the program identify output. 
c) Continue keying data values c) Key 11.9, key I GO L etc. 
until you reach a decision 
or run out of data. 
NOTE: Always use the numerical value of the test statistic as the 
basis of your decision. Small misalignments may make a plot-
ted value seem decisive when it is not. 
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pROGRAM DESCRIPTION - NORMAL III 
The problem of testing the standard deviation arises frequently, 
for example, in determining the reproducibility of an experiment or 
the variability of response to a given drug dose. Suppose that x is 
some measurable quantity characteristic of the response to a drug, 
such as blood pressure, blood lead, or urine glucose, and that x is 
normally distributed with unknown mean~. The drug is considered bet-
ter, the smaller the standard deviation, 0, of x. If the new drug is 
competing with the current "best" drug for general acceptance, there 
will be a value 0' such that the new drug is considered inferior if 
cr > crt and superior if a ~ 0' • 
If a is near at, it does not matter much which decision is made. 
But it will be possible to specify 2 values, 00 and 01 (00 < 0' < 01), 
such that classification of the new drug as inferior is an error of 
practical consequence whenever a < 00, and classification of the new 
drug as superior is an error of practical consequence whenever a > al~ 
The probability of classifying the new drug as inferior (deciding that 
a is too large) should not exceed a small preassigned value a whenever 
a < ao, and the probability of classifying the new drug as superior 
(deciding that 0 is significantly smaller) should not exceed a small 
preassigned value S whenever a > 01-
= 
The normal distribution has the probability density function 
-co < x < 00 
Normal III 
Test HO: 0 = 00 against HI: cr = 01 (00 < 01), ~ unknown 
Test statistic: Z(j) = I (x._x)2 i = 1,2, •.. ,j (j > 1) 
1 
Test criterion: Accept HO if Z(j) < a(j) = 5 X j + hO 
Reject HO if Z(j) > r(j) = s x j + hI 
:::::;:: 
Otherwise, continue sampling 
2 Here, slope 5 = 0 In(ol/oO) 2 hO = - In B D 
B = S!Cl-a) 
hI = fr In A 
A = (I-a)/a 
The Operating Characteristic (OC) and Average Sample Number (ASN) 
functions are most easily expressed in terms of an auxiliary variable 
t , -co < t < 00 : 
OC 
ASN 
a = {(exp{2stJ-l)!2t 
a = IS 
function: 
= exp(t hI) 1 L(a) exp(t hI) - exp(t 
L(a) = hl/hl - hO) 
function: 
hO) 
E en) a 
hI - L(cr) (hI - ha) 
= 2 · a - s 
hI hO/2s2 + 1 
t rf 0 
t = 0 
t # 0 
t = 0 
+ 1 t ~ 0 
t = 0 
52 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
00 = 2 01 = 3 
a = .01 S = .05 
options = 211 nO = 25 
A. RUNNING THE PROGRAM 
1. Load Program Tape, Side 1. 1. Same as #1 in general in-
a) Depress REWIND structions. 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Depress RUN 
d) Key I PRIME , 
e) Key .!2, (~HIFT b 0 (alpha) 
f) Key I LOAD PROG I 
g) Key I VERIFY PROG I 
Display should read: 
I +4 763. 000000 
h) Key I PRIME I 
2. Position the paper on the 602. 2. Same as #2 in general in-
a) Make sure the 602'5 power structions. 
is ON and it is in AUTO mode. 
b) With X-V AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper until perfora-
tions at top of new page are 
hidden behind bar of paper 
bail (the bar with rollers 
that holds the paper down). 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
I 
00 :;;: 2 01 ::::: 3 
a. ::; .01 S = .05 
options = 211 nO ::: 2S 
c) Throw X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
back to ON. 
3. Key []2J . 3. Key [®] 
NOTE: Program writes heading lines for this case. 
Program writes "std. dev. a = trj display is dark" 
4. Key ~, key []Q] 4. Key ~, key []Q] 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "std.dev. 1 = "; display 
is dark. 
5. Key ~, key ~ S. Key ~, key [QQ] 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If 01 is not greater than 00, 
program writes "INPUT ERROR" and goes back to #4. 
Otherwise, program writes ftalpha =: If; display is dark. 
6. Key a (probability of rejecting 6. Key .01, key [QQJ 
HO when HO is true), key [§2J 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
0"0 = 2 0"1 = 3 
a. = .01 S = .05 
options = 211 nO = 2S 
NOTE: Program wri tes value keyed, then "beta = "; display is dark. 
7. Key ~ (probability of accepting 
HO when HO is false), key [QQJ 
7. Key .05, key ~ 
55 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "options = It; display is dark. 
Options: 
200 - Table and graph of acceptance/rejection numbers 
100 - Table of acceptance/rejection numbers only 
10 - Graph of Operating Characteristic (Oe) curve 
1 - Graph of Average Sample Number (ASN) curve 
To find the code number for the option combination you want, 
add the appropriate numbers. Examples: 211 specifies every-
thing, 10 specifies DC graph only, and 0 specifies only the 
minimtun output. 
8. Key option code, key []£J 8. Key 211, key ( GO:) 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you specified option 200 or 
100, program writes UnO = n; display is dark. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
0'0 = 2 0'1 = 3 
a = .01 S = .05 
options = 211 nO :;:: 25 
9. Key nO' key ~ 9. Key ~, key [@] 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you do not key a value, pro-
gram sets nO to 20. 
The minimum output consists of the common slope s of the ac-
ceptance and rejection lines, and their intercepts, hO and hI 
respectively. All other output is under the control of the 
option code. If you specified everything (code 211), the pro-
gram will run about 8 minutes. 
When the program has written all the output specified, it 
writes "END OF JOB" in the lower left corner of the last page 
of output. 
A sample output follows: 
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Se~uen~l~l Analysis 
~orcal ~19trlbutlon (std. dey. loe~ nat exceed 3 ~1v~~ value. u ~nknovn) 
st.::!. dt:v.O - 2.000 std. c~v.l ... ].000 
bet ... - .OSO nO.. 25 
slop~ • 5.S3..169 hO • 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
B. CALCULATING AND PLOTTING THE 
TEST STATISTIC FROM YOUR DATA 
1. a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Key I :PRIM~ I 
d) Key I ~OAD PROG 
e) Key 1 VERIFY PROG 
Display should read: 
I +2982. 000000 
f) Key I PRIME I 
2. a) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper back until 
x-axis of "Acceptance-Re-
jection Regions" graph is 
directly under typing ball. 
Type * (manual mode) to 
check. 
EXAMPLE 
00 = 2 
ct = .01 s = .05 
options = 211 n = 25 o 
DATA: 15.1, 11.9, 17.3, 10.1, 
8.1, 18.6, 11.8, 13.0, 9.2, 
15.8, 7.1, 7.9; REJECT HO 
1. Same as #1 in general 
instructions. 




b) Continuing to use *, align 
typing ball directly over 
origin. 
c) Make sure X-Y AXIS MOTOR 
switch is ON, and the 602 
is in AUTO mode. 
3. a) Key fex) I 06 I 
b) Key 3.., key I GO I 
4. a) Key fex) I 051 
b) Key number following "y-
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key I GO I 
5. a) Key f (x) I 04 I 
b) Key number following "x-
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key ( GO I 
EXAMPLE 
00 ;;;: 2 01 = 3 
a. == .01 s = .05 
·options = 211 n = 25 o 
DATA: 15.1, 11.9, 17.3, 10.1, 
8.1, 18.6, 11.8, 13.0, 9.2, 
15.8, 7.1, 7.9; REJECT HO 
3. Same as #3 in general 
instructions. 
4. a) Key f(x) 1 05 I 
b) Key £, key I GO I 
5. a) Key fex) [Q!] 
b) Key ~, key ( ~O I 
62 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
6. a) Key fex) [QIJ 
b) Key x. (data value), key I GO I 
1 
EXAMPLE 
0'0 = 2 
a = .01 s = .05 
options == 211 
DATA: 15.1, 11.9, 17.3, 10.1, 
8.1, 18.6, 11.8, 13.0, 9.2, 
15.8, 7.1, 7.9; REJECT HO 
6. a) Key f(x) [Ql] 
b) Key 10.5, key [QQJ 
NOTE: Program calculates and plots the value of the test statistic. 
Then it writes the observation number, data value, and test 
statistic value and returns the typing ball to the origin. 
Column headings written by the program identify output. 
c) Continue keying data values c) Key 1.1.9, key I 90:1 etc. 
until you reach a decision 
or run out of data. 
NOTE: Always use the numerical value of the test statistic as the 
basis of your decision. Small misalignments may make a plot-
ted value seem decisive when it is not. 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - NORMAL IV 
This version of the problem of testing the mean arises in quality 
control and acceptance testing whenever the product must have a spe-
cific value of some characteristic. Suppose, for example, that one is 
making standardized doses of a drug and that x is a measurable quan-
tity characteristic of the drug. Suppose that x is normally distribu-
ted in the population of doses. and that its variance 0 2 is known but 
that its mean ~ is not. Also suppose that a particular value of ~, 
say ~o, is considered the most desirable value for the drug. The 
greater the absolute deviation of ~ from ~o, the less satisfactory 
the drug. 
Of course, if ~ is not equal to ~o but is near it, accepting that 
~ = ~o is not a serious error. But there will in general be a posi-
tive value 8 such that accepting ~ = ~o is an error of practical im-
portance whenever I (~-~o)/al > o. The probability of rejecting that 
~ = ~o (declaring the drug substandard) should not exceed a small pre-
assigned value a whenever ~ = ~o, and the probability of accepting 
that ~ = ~o (declaring the drug satisfactory) should not exceed a 
small preassigned value a whenever I(~-~o)/al ~ o. 
The normal distribution has the probability density function 
_00 < x < 00 
Normal IV 
Test HO: ~ = ~o against HI: I (~-~o)/af = 0, 0 > 0, 0 2 known 
Test statistic: Z(j) = In cosh{8 L(x.-~o)/a} 
1 
Test criterion: Accept HO if Z(j) < a(j) = s x j 
Reject HO if Z(j) > r(j) = s x J 
Otherwise, continue sampling 
Here, slope 5 = 02 /2 hO == In B hI = In A 
where B = S/Cl-a) A = (I-S) la 
1 = 1,2, ... ,j 
+ hO 
+ hI 
No explicit equations are available for the Operating Character-
istic and Average Sample Number functions. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
A. RUNNING THE PROGRAM 
1. Load Program Tape, Side 1. 
a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Depress RUN 
d) Key t PRIME I 
e) Key ~, I SHIFT ~ ~ (alpha) 
£) Key I LOAD PROG I 
g) Key I VERIFY PROG I 
Display should read: 
I +5545. 000000 ] 
h) Key I PRIME I 
2. Position the paper on the 602. 
a) Make sure the 602'5 power 
is ON and it is in AUTO mode. 
b) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper until perfora-
tions at top of new page are 
hidden behind bar of paper 
bail (the bar with rollers 
that holds the paper down). 
EXAMPLE 
lJo = 11 0'2 = 6 8 = 2 
a. = .01 8 = .05 
options = 200 nO = 20 
1. Same as #1 in general in-
structions. 




c) Throw X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
back to ON. 
3. Key I GO I 
EXAMPLE 
110 = 11 0 2 
ex = .01 S 
options = 200 
3. Key I GO I 
NOTE: Program writes heading lines for this case. 




4. Key H,Q.., key []£] 4. Key .!.l, key []2J 
0 
= 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "variance = "; display 
is dark. 
s. Key sC., key []£] s. Key ~, key [Q2] 
= 2 
20 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then trdelta = "; display is dark. 
6. Key i, key [Q£] 6. Key ~, key ~ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If either 0 2 or 0 is not greater 
than zero, program writes "INPUT ERROR" and goes back to #4. 
Otherwise, program writes "alpha = "; display is dark. 
7. Key a (probability of rejecting 
HO when HO is true), key []2J 
7. Key .01, key ~ 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
~o = 11 a2 = 6 C = 2 
a. = .01 B = .05 
options = 200 nO = 20 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "beta = "; display is dark. 
8. Key ~ (probability of accepting 
HO when HO is false), key [QQJ 
8. Key . OS, key t GO I 
69 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "options = "; display 1S dark. 
Options: 
200 - Table and graph of acceptance/rejection numbers 
100 - Table of acceptance/rejection numbers only 
o - minimum output only 
9. Key option code, key [§QJ 9. Key 200, key [QQJ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you specified option 200 or 
100, program writes "nO = "; display is dark. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
110 = 11 (J'2 = 6 0 = 2 
a. = .01 S = .05 
options = 200 nO = 20 
10. Key nO' key l]Q] 10. Key 20, key [§QJ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you do not key a value, pro-
gram sets nO to 20. 
70 
The minimum output consists of the common slope s of the ac-
ceptance and rejection lines, and their intercepts, hO and hI 
respectively. All other output is under the control of the 
option code. If you specified everything (code 200), the pro-
gram will run about 3 minutes. 
lVhen the program has written all the output specified, it 
writes "END OF JOB" in the lower left corner of the last page 
of output. 
A sample output follows: 
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B. CALCULATING AND PLOTTING THE 
TEST STATISTIC FROM YOUR DATA 
1. a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Key I PRIME I 
d) Key I LOAD PROG I 
e) Key f VERIFY PROG 
Display should read: 
[ +2982. 000000 I 
f) Key' PRIME I 
2. a) With X-V AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper back until 
x-axis of "Acceptance-Re-
jection Regions" graph is 
directly under typing ball. 
Type * (manual mode) to 
check. 
EXAMPLE 
110 = 11 0'2 = 6 0 = 2 
a = .01 S = . 05 
options = 200 nO = 20 
DATA: 9.5, 12.4, 11.8, 12.6, 
8.9, 10.1, 11.3; ACCEPT HO 
1. Same as #1 in general 
instructions. 
2. Same as #2 in general 
instructions. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
b) Continuing to use *, align 
typing ball directly over 
origin. 
c) Make sure X-V AXIS MOTOR. 
switch is ON, and the 602 
is in AUTO mode. 
3. a) Key f(x) ~ 
b) Key!, key [QQJ 
4. a) Key f(x) [QI] 
b) Key number following "y-
axis unit value" at top 
left of page, key [QQJ 
5. a) Key f(x) [Q!] 
b) Key number following "x-
axis unit value" at top 
left of page, key [Q[J 
EXAMPLE 
lJo = 11 0
2 = 6 0 = 2 
a = .01 S = .05 
options = 200 nO = 20 
DATA: 9.5, 12.4, 11.8, 12.6, 
8.9, 10.1, 11.3; ACCEPT HO 
3. Same as #3 in general 
instructions. 
4. a) Key f(x) [QIJ 
b) Key lQ., key []QJ 
5. a) Key f(x) [Q!J 
b) Key ~, key [Q[J 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
110 = 11 0 2 = 6 a = 2 
a, = .01 8 = .05 
options = 200 nO = 20 
DATA: 9.5, 12.4, 11.8, 12.6, 
8.9, 10.1, 11.3; ACCEPT HO 
6. a) Key fex) ( 03 I 6. a) Key f(x) [QI] 
b) Key xi (data value), key [QQJ b) Key 9.5, key [Q[] 
NOTE: Program calculates and plots the value of the test statistic. 
Then it writes the observation number, data value, and test 
statistic value and returns the typing ball to the origin. 
Column headings written by the program identify output. 
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c) Continue keying data values 
until you reach a decision 
or run out of data. 
c) Key 12.4, key ( GO L etc. 
NOTE: Always use the numerical value of the test statistic as the 
basis of your decision. Small misalignments may make a plot-
ted value seem decisive when it is not. 
A sample output follows: 
CRAPlI: Acclfptanc:e-Ihjectioa lello •• 
x-axle ~nlt value • 5.000 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - BINOMIAL 
The binomial distribution arises frequently when an action or 
test can have only two outcomes. Suppose that we are trying to test 
whether the rate of "failure" (however defined) for a new appendicitis 
operation is less than that for the standard procedure. Calling a 
failure 1 and a success 0, suppose that the proportion of failures 
with the standard procedure is p'. Then we want to test whether, for 
the new procedure, p < p'. 
If P is near p', it does not matter much which decision we make 
(replace the standard procedure or not). But there will be two values, 
Po and PI (po < P' < PI)' such that it is an error of practical conse-
quence to retain the standard procedure whenever p < PO' and it is an 
error of practical consequence to replace the standard procedure when-
ever p > Pl. The probability of retaining the standard procedure 
should not exceed a small preassigned value a whenever p < PO' and the 
probability of replacing the standard procedure should not exceed a 
small preassigned value 8 whenever p > PI-
The binomial distribution gives the probability of getting x 
l's in n trials as 
Pr(x) n! x n-x = x! (n-x)! p q x = O,I,2, ..• ,n p + q = I 
This 1S the xth term of (p+q)n. 
Test HO: p = Po against HI: P = PI (PO < PI) 
Test statistic: Z(j) = L x. 
1 
i = I,2, ... ,j 
Test criterion: Accept HO if Z(j) < a(j) = s x j + hO 
Reject HO if Z(j) > r(j) = s x j + hI 
Otherwise, continue sampling 
Here, slope s 1 hO 1 hI 1 = - - In U = - In A = - In A D D D 
where D = In (T/U) T = PI/PO U = Ql/QO 
B = S/ (I-a) A = (l-S)/a 
The Operating Characteristic (OC) function and the Average Sample 
Number (ASN) function are most easily expressed in terms of an auxiIi-
ary variable h, _00 < h < 00: 
OC 
ASN 
p = s 
function: 
L(p) 
Ah _ I 
= 
Ah _ Bh 
L(p) = hI/ChI + IhOI) 
function: 
= hI - L(p) (hI - hO) 
p - s 
= (In A In B)/(ln T In U) 
h # 0 
h = 0 
h # 0 
h = 0 
h ~ 0 
h = 0 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
A. RUNNING THE PROGRAM 
1. Load Program Tape, Side 2. 
a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Depress RUN 
d) Key I PRIME t 
e) Key.!., I SHIFT L 0 (alpha) 
f) Key I LOAD PROG I 
g) Key 1 VERIFY PROGt 
Display should read: 
I +5830. 000000 I 
h) Key I PRIME I 
2. Position the paper on the 602. 
a) Make sure the 602's power 
is ON and it is in AUTO mode. 
b) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper until perfora-
tions at top of new page are 
hidden behind bar of paper 
bail (the bar with rollers 
that holds the paper down). 
EXAMPLE 
Po = .25 PI = .50 
0', = .05 S = .10 
options = 211 nO = 30 
1. Same as #1 in general in-
structions. 




c) Throw X-V AXIS MOTOR switch 
back to ON. 
3. Key (]QJ 
EXAMPLE 
Po = .25 
ex = .05 
o'ptions = 211 
3. Key [Q2] 
NOTE: Program writes heading lines for this case. 
Program writes "pO = "; display is dark. 
PI = .50 
S = .10 
nO 
4. Key PO' key [QQJ 4. Key .25, key [QQJ 
= 30 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "pI = "; display is dark. 
5. Key PI' key ~ 5. Key .50, key [QQJ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If PI is not greater than PO' 
program writes "INPUT ERROR" and goes back to #4. 
Otherwise, program writes "alpha = If; display is dark. 
6. Key ~ (probability of rejecting 
HO when HO is true), key [QQJ 
6. Key .05, key (]QJ 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
Po = .25 PI = .50 
ct = .05 S = .10 
options = 211 nO = 30 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "beta = "; display is dark. 
7. Key S (probability of accepting 
HO when HO is false), key [QQJ 
7. Key .10, key [QQJ 
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NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "options = It; display is dark. 
Options: 
200 - Table and graph of acceptance/rejection numbers 
100 - Table of ac'ceptance/rejection numbers only 
10 - Graph of Operating Characteristic (OC) curve 
1 - Graph of Average Sample Number (ASN) curve 
To find the code number for the option combination you want, 
add the appropriate numbers. Examples: 211 specifies every-
thing, 10 specifies OC graph only, and a specifies only the 
minimum output. 
8. Key option code, key ~ 8. Key 211, key [QQ] 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you specified option 200 or 
100, program writes "nO = "; display is dark. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
Po = .25 PI = .50 
ct = .05 S = .10 
options = 211 nO = 30 
9. Key nO' key (]£] 9. Key 30, key []QJ 
~NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you do not key a value, pro-
gram sets nO to 20. 
The minimum output consists of the common slope 5 of the ac-
ceptance and rejection lines, and their intercepts, hO and hI 
respectively. All other output is under the control of the 
82 
• I. 
option code. If you specified everything (code 211), the pro-
gram will run about 8 minutes. 
When the program has written all the output specified, it 
writes "END OF JOB" in the lower left corner of the last page 
of output . 
. A sample output follows: 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
Po = .25 PI = .50 
a. = .05 S = .10 
options = 211 nO = 30 
9. Key nO' key ~ 9. Key 30, key [QQJ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you do not key a value, pro-
gram sets nO to 20. 
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The minimum output consists of the common slope 5 of the ac-
ceptance and rejection lines, and their intercepts, hO and hI 
respectively. All other output is under the control of the 
option code. If you specified everything (code 211), the pro-
gram will run about 8 minutes. 
When the program has written all the output specified, it 
writes "END OF JOB" in the lower left corner of the last page 
of output. 
A sample output follows: 
Scquentl~l An~lysls 
3!n~~ial D~strlhuttc~ 
~o - .150 ~: •• )~U alph~ - .050 ~~ta - .100 
~.1 ,.. -1. O~ ') 21 hl.. 2.610n 
o~s~. Acc~~- ~~j~c- 7c~t st~t!~t!~: 










































































options - 211 nO - 30 
\' AXIS 
· , • , 
9.!. 
I 
· · 7+ 
, · 6.1 , 






t-, · t 
} · Ii · 
· • · 
C~A?lI: A':C(!pt.1r.cc:-R~jc<:t1o:l Recion. 
REJECT NULL 
.. 
x-~x!s ~nlt v~lue ~ 




C~_ ••• _._.J._;------~-------.-~---------~---------J_-- ______ J _________ J _________ J _________ ~ _________ L 








• , , 
• ,
• • , 
11' 
· · ~f 






I · f 
t 
• 1; 
~ ' . ... 
....•.. 
'. 
X-~X15 unit v~]ua • .100 
~-axl~ unit v~lu~ • .100 
' . .... 
, "'~ . , 
: '~ 
O~--- --- -- - ~ _________ .1 ______ - - -.! -- _______ .J .. - -- - -- ••• - j - ----- - .. _.1 ______ .:-ro ........ '-__ ~ __ ...... ________ ~ _________ 1 
1 1 3 t. S 6 7 8 9 10 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
Po = .25 PI = .50 
ex = .05 S = .10 
options = 211 nO = 30 
DATA: 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 
0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 
1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1 . , REJECT HO 
B. CALCULATING AND PLOTTING THE 
TEST STATISTIC FROM YOUR DATA 
1. a) Depress REWIND 1. Same as #1 in general 
b) Depress TAPE READY instructions. 
c) Key I PRIME I 
d) Key I LOAD PROG I 
e) Key 1 VERIFY PROG I 
Display should read: 
I + 1264. 000000 I 
£) Key I PRIME I 
2. aJ With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 2. Same as #2 in general 
OFF, roll paper back until instructions. 
x-axis of "Acceptance-Re-
jection Regions" graph is 
directly under typing ball. 
Type * (manual mode) to 
check. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
b) Continuing to use *, align 
typing ball directly over 
origin. 
c) Make sure X-Y AXIS MOTOR 
switch is ON, and the 602 
is in AUTO mode. 
3. a) Key f(x) I 05 I 
b) Key nmnber following "y-
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key I GO 
4. a) Key f (x) I 04 ) 
b) Key number following "x-
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key [QQJ 
5. a) Key f(x) 103 I 
b) Key Xi (data value), key I GO'I 
EXAMPLE 
Po = .25 
a = .05 
PI = .50 
S = .10 
options = 211 n = 30 o 
DATA: 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 
0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 
1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1; REJECT HO 
3. a) Key f(x) I 05 , 
b) Key ~, key [Q2J 
4. a) Key f (x) I 04 I 
b) Key ~, key I GO I 
s. a) Key f(x) [QI] 
b) Key 1, key I GO I 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
Po = .25 PI = .50 
a. = .05 S = .10 
options = 211 n = 30 
0 
DATA: 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 
0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 
1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1 · , REJECT HO 
NOTE: Program calculates and plots the value of the test statistic. 
Then it writes the observation number, data value, and test 
statistic value and returns the typing ball to the orlgln. 
Column headings written by the program identify output. 
c) Continue keying data values c) Key..!.., key I GO ~ etc. 
until you reach a decision 
or run out of data. 
NOTE: Always use the numerical value of the test statistic as the 
basis of your decision. Small misalignments may make a plot-
ted value seem decisive when it is not. 
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ClAPKI Aec~ptAncc-Rejection Rer,lona 
I.tJECT HULL 
. . + + + 
... + + 
+ + 
+ 
. . . . 
+ 




. • + 
+ 
· . 
x-il:da unit value· 5.000 
Y"/lxt. unit value· 2.000 
abaft. Data pt. Teat stat. 
1 1 1 
2 1 2 
1 0 2 
4 0 2 
5 0 2 
6 0 2 
1 1 1 
8 1 4 
9 0 4 
10 0 4 
11 1 S 
12 0 S 
13 1 6 
14 0 (, 
15 l) 6 
16 1 7 . 17 0 7 . 
18 0 7 
19 1 8 
20 1 9 
21 0 9 
22 1 10 
23 1 11 
24 1 12 
+ •• 
ACCEPT NULL 
. . . :ol._ ..... _.J._~ ___ ~_.~ __ ~ ______ ~ _____ • ___ J __ *. _____ J ___ ------~---------~-----_. __ ! ________ .~ _________ , 
1 l l 4 S 6 7 a 9 10 
X AXIS 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - NEGATIVE BINOMIAL 
This distribution is often used to describe "contagious" process-
es, where, for example, findi.ng one insect larva on a twig increases 
the probability of finding another. G. B. Oakland gives an applica-
tion of sequential analysis to the negative binomial in Biometrics, 
vol. 6, pp. 59-67 (1950). He tested the mean infestation rate of tape-
worm cysts, obnoxious but harmless to man, in whitefish slated for 
export from Canada. 
As Oakland did, let us suppose that the exponent k is known or 
reliably estimated and is independent of the mean m. Further suppose 
that we wish to reject a lot of fish if m exceeds some specified value 
m'. Unless m' is an absolute cutoff value, it will not matter much 
which decision is made for m near m'. But it will be possible to find 
two values, rna and ml (rna < m' < ml ), such that it is an error of prac-
tical consequence to reject a lot whenever m < mO' or to accept a lot 
whenever m > mI. The probability of rejecting a lot should not exceed 
a small preassigned value a whenever m < mO' and the probability of ac-
cepting a lot should not exceed a small preassigned value S whenever 
-k The negative binomial is glven by the expansion of (Q-P) ,where 
Q-P = 1; then 
, _ r (k+x) -k-x x 
Pr(x) - rCx+l)rCk) Q P x = 0,1,2, ... 
Test HO: m = mO against HI: m = rnl (mO < mI ), k known 
Test statistic Z(j) = I x. 
1 
i = 1,2, ... ,j 
Test criterion: Accept HO if Z(j) < a(j) = 5 X j + hO 
Reject HO if Z(j) > r(j) = s x J + hI 
Otherwise, continue sampling 
k Here, slope s = D In U 
where D = IneT/V) 
P = mfk 
1 
hO = - In B D 
B = Sf (I-a) 
hI = ~ In A 
U = QI/QO 
A = (I-S)/a 
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The Operating Characteristic (OC) and Average Sample Number (ASN) 
functions are most easily expressed in terms of an auxiliary variable 
h _00 < h < 00: , 
h # 0 
m = 5 h = 0 
OC function: 
L(rn) = h ~ 0 
L(m) = hI/ChI hO) h = 0 
ASN function: 
E (n) = hI - L(m) (hI - hO) 
m m - s h # 0 
Em(n) = (In A In B)/(In,T In U) h = 0 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
A. RUNNING THE PROGRAM 
1. Load Program Tape, Side 2. 
a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Depress ~ 
d) Key 'PRIME I 
e) Key ~, I SHIFT L ~ (alpha) 
f) Key 'LOAD PROG , 
g) Key J VERIFY PROG J 
Display should read: 
I +3982. 000000 I 
h) Key I PRIME I 
2. Position the paper on the 602. 
a) Make sure the 602's power 
is ON and it is in AUTO mode. 
b) With X-V AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper until perfora-
tions at top of new page are 
hidden behind bar of paper 
bail (the bar with rollers 
that holds the paper down). 
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EXAMPLE 
IDa = .2 ml = .6 k = .2571 
a. = .05 S = .05 
options = 211 nO = 20 
1. Same as #1 in general in-
structions. 
2. Same as #2 in general in-
structions. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
m - .2 m = .6 k = .2571 o - 1 
a. := .05 (3 := .05 
options := 211 nO = 20 
c) Throw X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
back to ON. 
3. Key I GO I 3. Key I GO I 
NOTE: Program writes heading lines for this case. 
Program writes "mO = n; display is dark. 
4. Key rnO' key I GOI 4. Key .:1.., key I GO I 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "ml = H; display is dark. 
5. Key ml , key I GO I 5. Key ~, key t GO I 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "parameter k = "; display 
is dark. 
6 • Key ~, key I GO I 6. Key .2571, key I GO J 
NOTE: Program writes absolute value keyed. If m1 is not greater than 
mO' or if k is zero, program writes "INPUT ERROR" and goes back 
to #4. 
Otherwise, program writes "alpha := 0; display is dark. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMP'LE 
mO = .2 ml = .6 k = .2571 
a. = .05 S = .os 
options = 211 nO = 20 
7. Key~ (probability of rejecting 7. Key .05, key I GO I 
HO when HO is true), key I GO 1 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "beta = "; display is dark. 
8. Key ~ (probability of accepting 8. Key • OS, key I GO I 
HO when HO is false), key I GO I 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "options = "; display is dark. 
Options: 
200 - Table and graph of acceptance/rejection numbers 
100 - Table of acceptance/rejection numbers only 
10 - Graph of Operating Characteristic (Oe) curve 
1 - Graph of Average Sample Number (ASN) curve 
To find the code number for the option combination you want, 
add the appropriate numbers. Examples: 211 specifies every-
thing, 10 specifies OC graph only, and 0 specifies only the 
minimum output. 
9. Key 211, key ~ 
I NC'"t'E •• ~"'0'l."'= w-rites value keyed. If you specified option 200 or I. 
1 l I 100, program writes "nO = "; display is dark. I 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
rnO = .2 m1 = .6 k = .2571 
10. Key nO' key ~ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. 
gram sets nO to 20. 
a, = .05 f3 = .05 
options = 211 nO = 20 
10. Key 20, key [QQJ 
If you do not key a value, pro-
The minimum output consists of Po = mO/k, PI = mIlk, the com-
mon slope s of the acceptance and rejection lines, and their 
intercepts, hO and hI respectively. All other output is under 
the control of the option code. If you specified everything 
(code 211), the program will run about 8 minutes. 
When the program has written all the output specified, it 
writes "END OF JOB" in the lower left corner of the last page 
of output. 
A sample output follows: 
Se~uentl~l An~lys1. 
Nc~at1ve Stno~!al Distribution (fk' knovn) 
mO •• 200 mt •• 600 parameter k - .2Sll 
pO • .71790 
Ob.an. Accep-










































T e $ t a tA t t s tic: 
SUXXATION Xi 
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alrha - .050 be:a· .050 options • 211 nO * 20 
.. 34391 hO - -6.26529 hI - 6.26529 
Y AXIS 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
mO = .2 ml = .6 k = .2571 
a = .05 6-= .05 
options = 211 nO = 20 
DATA: 1, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2 • ,
REJECT HO 
B. CALCULATING AND PLOTTING THE 
TEST STATISTIC FROM YOUR DATA 
1. a) Depress REWIND 1. Same as #1 in general 
b) Depress TAPE READY instructions. 
c) Key 1 PRIME I 
d) Key t LOAD PROG 1 
e) Key I VERIFY PROG 
Display should read: 
I +1264.000000 
£) Key I PRIME I 
2. a) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 2. Same as #2 in general 
OFF, roll paper back until instructions. 
x-axis of "Acceptance-Re-
jection Regions" graph is 
directly under typing ball. 
Type * (manual mode) to 
check. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
rna = .2 rn1 = .6 k = .2571 
a. = .05 S = .05 
options = 211 nO = 20 
DATA: 1, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2· ,
REJECT HO 
b) Continuing to use *, align 
typing ball directly over 
origin. 
c) Make sure X-Y AXIS MOTOR· 
switch is ON, and the 602 
is in AUTO mode. 
3. a) Key f(x) [Q[] 3. a) Key f(x) I 05 , 
b) Key nwnber following "y- b) Key ~ key I GO I 
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key I GO I 
4. a) Key fex) [Q!] 4. a) Key f (x) I 04 I 
b) Key nwnher following "x- b) Key 2.5, key I GO 
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key I GO ) 
5. a) Key fex) [QI] 5. a) Key f(x) [Q[] 
b) Key xi (data value), key [Q£] b) Key 1, key I GO ) 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
mO = .2 m1 = .6 k = .2571 
Ct = .05 S = .05 
options = 211 nO = 20 
DATA: 1, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2· ,
REJECT HO 
NOTE: Program calculates and plots the value of the test statistic. 
Then it writes the observation number, data value, and test 
statistic value and returns the typing ball to the origin. 
Column headings written by the program identify output. 
c) Continue keying data values c) Key £, key t GO L etc. 
until you reach a decision 
or run out of data. 
NOTE: Always use the numerical value of the test statistic as the 
basis of your decision. Small misalignments may make a plot-
ted value seem decisive when it is not. 
A sample output follows: 
T A:\lS 
10;, · , • • • • • t 
'It 
• • • 
· • Sf 
• t 




· • • • • 
6~ · 
· • ,· 41. , 
· , • 3;-
• • · • • • • t 
=t .• 
• • • • • · • It 
· 
CKAPil: Acee~tance-Reject1on Retiona 
R£J~CI NtiLL 
+ 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + + + + 
+ 
+ + -
x-axis unit value • 2.5~O 
y-~x1. unit value 2.000 
Oban. Data pt. Teat .tat. 
1 1 1 
2 0 1 
1 1 2 
4 2 " 5 0 " 6 0 " 7 0 " 8 0 4 9 2 6 
10 0 6 
11 2 8 
U 0 8 
13 0 8 
14 1 9 
15 1 10 




. A ~,, ________ ~_~ ___ ~_~_~_~_~_~ ___ J ___ ~ ___ ._~ ___ ~ ___ ~_~_~_._._._J ___ ._. ___ J_._~_~ ___ J _________ ~ _________ ~ 
1 l 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
X AXIS 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - POISSON 
The Poisson distribution, often considered a limiting form of the 
binomial distribution, has important applications of its own. Waiting 
times in a clinic or a doctor's office, for example, tend to follow 
this distribution. Suppose that one person is the sampling unit and 
that x is the time spent in a clinic waiting for blood to be drawn. 
Suppose also that x has the Poisson distribution with mean~. Further 
suppose that we are trying to decide whether to add another technician 
to the blood-drawing operation, making low values of ~ desirable. Then 
it will usually be possible to specify a value ~' such that we want ·to 
add the technician if ~ > ~' and maintain staff if ~ < ~'. 
If ~ differs only slightly from ~', we have no great preference 
for either decision. But it will be possible, in general, to specify 
two values, ~o and ~l (~o < ~' < ~l)' such that it is an error of prac-
tical consequence to add a technician if ~ < ~o, and it is an error of 
practical consequence to maintain the current staff if ~ > ~l. The 
probability of adding a technician (deciding that ~ is too high) should 
not exceed a small preassigned value a whenever ~ < ~o, and the proba-
bility of maintaining the current staff (deciding that ~ is low enough) 
should not exceed a small preassigned value S whenever ~ > ~l. 
The probability of a Poisson variate having the value x is 
Pr (x) 
x 
= exp(-~) ~ 
xl 
x = 0,1,2,3,,,,,. 




against HI: 1.1 = 111 (11 0 < 111) 
Z (j) = I x. i = I,2, ... ,j 1. 
Accept HO if Z (j) < s x j + hO 
Reject HO if Z (j) > s x j + hI 
Otherwise, continue sampling 
I hO = - In B D 
B = S/ (I-a) 
1 hI = - In A 
D 
A = (I-S)/a 
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The Operating Characteristic (OC) and Average Sample Number (ASN) 
functions are most easily expressed in terms of an auxiliary variable 
t, 0 < t < 00: 
11 = s In t t - 1 
11 = s 
DC function: 
L(l1) = 




= hI - L(ll) (hI - hO) 
1l - s 
hI hO/s 
t # I 
t = I 
t ~ 1 
t = I 
t ~ I 
t = 1 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
A. RUNNING THE PROGRAM 
1. Load Program Tape, Side 2. 
a) Depress REWIND 
b) Depress TAPE READY 
c) Depress RUN 
d) Key I PRIME I 
e) Key .!§., I SHIFT J, m (alpha) 
f) Key I LOAD PROG I 
g) Key I VERIFY PROG I 
Display should read: 
I +6036. 000000 I 
h) Key I PRIME I 
2. Position the paper on the 602. 
a) Make sure the 602's power 
is ON and it is in AUTO mode. 
b) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
OFF, roll paper until perfora-
tions at top of new page are 
hidden behind bar of paper 
bail (the bar with rollers 
that holds the paper down). 
EXAMPLE 
lJo = .25 lJl = .50 
ex. = .05 fS = .10 
options = 211 nO = 30 
1. Same as #1 in general in-
structions. 




OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
110 = .25 111 = .50 
a = .05 f3 = .10 
options = 211 n = 0 30 
c) Throw X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 
back to ON. 
3. Key I GO , 3. Key (]QJ 
NOTE: Program writes heading lines for this case. 
Program writes "uO = If; display is dark. 
4. Key h, key []QJ 4. Key .25, key [Q[] 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "ul = If; display is dark. 
5. Key ~, key ~ 5. Key .50, key [QQJ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If 111 is not greater than 110, 
program writes "INPUT ERROR" and goes back to #4. 
Otherwise, program writes "alpha = B; display is dark. 
6. Key a (probability of rejecting 6. Key .05, key [QQJ 
HO when HO is true), key [QQ] 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
,11 0 = .25 111 = .50 
a = .05 (3 = .10 
options = 211 nO = 30 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "beta = "; display is dark. 
7. Key ~ (probability of accepting 
HO when HO is false), key [QQJ 
7. Key .10, key [§2J 
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NOTE: Program writes value keyed, then "options = u; display is dark. 
Options: 
200 - Table and graph of acceptance/rejection numbers 
100 - Table of acceptance/rejection numbers only 
10 - Graph of Operating Characteristic (OC) curve 
1 - Graph of Average Sample Number (ASN) curve 
To find the code number for the option combination you want, 
add the appropriate numbers. Examples: 211 specifies every-
thing, 10 specifies OC graph only, and ° specifies only the 
minimum output. 
8. Key option code, key ~ 8. Key 211, key [QQJ 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you specified option 200 or 
100, program writes "nO = "; display is dark. 
OPERATING 'INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
110 = .25 l-l1 = .50 
a = .05 S = .10 
options = 211 nO = 30 
9. Key nO' key []Q] 9. Key 30, key []2J 
NOTE: Program writes value keyed. If you do not key a value, pro-
gram sets nO to 20. 
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The minimum output consists of the common slope s of the ac-
ceptance and rejection lines, and their intercepts, hO and hI 
respectively. All other output is under the control of the 
option code. If you specified everything (code 211), the pro-
gram will run about 8 minutes. 
When the program has written all the output specified, it 
writes "END OF JOB" in the lower left corner of the last page 
of output. 
A sample output follows: 
Sequential Analyst. 
'oisson Distribution 
.uO .. .250 ~l .. .500 alph:l .. .050 
slope • .36067 hO - -3.24192 hI .. 
Ohsn. Accep- Rcjec- Test statistic: 










10 0 8 
11 0 9 
I:! 1 9· 
13 1 9 
14 1 10 
lS 2 10 
16 2 10 
17 2 11 
13 3 11. 
19 3 12 
20 ) 12 
21 4 12 
22 4 13 
23 5 13 
Z4 .s 1) 
25 5 14 
26 6 14 
27 6 14 
28 6 IS 
29 1 B 
30 1 1) . 
beta ... 1~_0 
4.16992 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
110 = .25 111 = .50 
a. = .05 (3 = .10 
options = 211 n = 30 0 
DATA: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0; AC-
CEPT HO 
B. CALCULATING AND PLOTTING THE 
TEST STATISTIC FROM YOUR DATA 
1. a) Depress REWIND 1. Same as #1 in general 
b) Depress TAPE READY instructions. 
c) Key J PRIME I 
d) Key I LOAD PROG I 
e) Key I VERIFY PROG I 
Display should read: 
I +1264.000000 I 
f) Key I PRIME) 
2. a) With X-Y AXIS MOTOR switch 2. Same as #2 in general 
OFF, roll paper back until instructions. 
x-axis of "Acceptance-Re-
jection Regions" graph is 
directly under typing ball. 
Type * (manual mode) to 
check. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
110 = .25 lJl = .50 
a. = .05 (3 = .10 
options = 211 n = 30 
0 
DATA: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0; AC-
CEPT HO 
b) Continuing to use *, align 
typing ball directly over 
origin. 
c) Make sure X-Y AXIS MOTOR 
switch is ON, and the 602 
is in AUTO mode. 
3. a) Key f(x) ~ 3. a) Key fex) [Q[J 
b) Key number following "y- b) Key ~, key [QQJ 
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key ~ 
4. a) Key fex) [Q!J 4. a) Key fex) [Q!] 
b) Key number following "x- b) Key ~, key [Q£J 
axis unit value" at top 
right of page, key [QQJ 
5. a) Key fex) [QIJ 5. a) Key f(x) [QI] 
b) Key xi (data value), key [QQJ b) Key Q, key [QQJ 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS EXAMPLE 
110 = .25 111 = .50 
a = .05 S = .10 
options = 211 n = 30 
° DATA: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0; AC-
CEPT HO 
NOTE: Program calculates and plots the value of the test statistic. 
Then it writes the observation number, data value, and test 
statistic value and returns the typing ball to the origin. 
Column headings written by the program identify output. 
c) Continue kering data values c) Key .9,., key I GO ~ etc. 
until you reach a decision 
or run out of data. 
NOTE: Always use the numerical value of the test statistic as the 
basis of your decision. Small misalignments may make a plot-
ted value seem decisive when it is not. 
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SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE SPRT 
Originally developed for industrial quality control, the SPRT 
found its way into the clinical literature in 1956 as part of a study 
by Vallee, et ale (28). This chapter gives a brief discussion of this 
application and 6 other articles. 
In Vallee's study the SPRT was "applied for the first time" to 
the solution of a clinical problem. Their data "demonstrate that ser-
um zinc concentrations in patients with severe Laennec cirrhosis are 
markedly decreased." Their method begins by finding a baseline, the 
average serum zinc concentration (and its standard deviation) for a 
group of normal subjects. These values were respectively 120 and 19 
m1crogr&ms of zinc per 100 ml of serum. They then take as their cri-
terion for a severe lowering of serum zinc as 2 standard deviations be-
low normal, or 82 micrograms per 100 ml of serum. The authors do not 
state their null and alternative hypotheses explicitly, but'they do 
accept their HO at the a == S == .01 level after 9 observations. Serum 
zinc measurements on 16 other patients clinically diagnosed as severe 
confirmed the reduced level. 
The authors take a mild reduction in serum zinc concentration to 
be one standard deviation below normal, or 101· micrograms per 100 rnl of 
serum. Again they fail to state their HO and HI. Seven observations 
did not allow a decision at the a = S = .01 level, but allowed accep-
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tance of HO £ora = S = .07. The lack of precisely stated hypotheses 
makes reproducing their study difficult, although it seems excellent 
otherwise. 
The next issue of the New England Journal of Medicine contained 
a study by Wacker et ale (29) of serum zinc concentrations immediately 
following myocardial infarction. The authors also consider a severe 
reduction in serum zinc to result in a level of 82 micrograms per 100 
ml of serum, but do not explicitly state their HO and HI. They do, 
however, give s, hO, hI, a, and S, from which the reader could calcu-
late the hypothesized means. The SPRT decides for HO after 8 observa-
tions , with a = (3 = .01. 
In 1957 Doering (30) and Hagans (31) shared senior authorship of 
two articles titled, "Sequential Analysis in Therapeutic Research." 
They present calculation methods for SPRT 1 s on binomially and normally 
distributed data for a one-sided alternative (2-way decision). They 
also give methods for normally distributed data with a two-sided al-
ternative, in reality two one-sided tests run simultaneously. In con-
trast to the previous articles, the authors state their hypotheses ex-
plicitly and precisely. After the SPRT has provided deciSions, the 
authors use further data, analyzed by classical methods, to check their 
results. The SPRT and classical tests agreed in every case, with the 
SPRT having a much smaller sample size. 
These early articles not"only contained applications of the SPRT 
but also were "promotional," convincing documents of its effectiveness 
in clinical trials. Ten to fifteen years later, the technique has be-
come widely accept~d, though not widely used, and some articles still 
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have a "promotional" flavor. 
Blincoe (32) applied the SPRT to radiation measurement and showed 
how sequential testing could save a great deal of time in determining 
if a dosage level exceeds a preset limit. His procedure is open to 
question, however. He states, "Radioactive disintegrations form a bi-
nomial distribution. Under the restriction that we consider a large 
number of active nuclei for a time short with respect to their half-
life (the usual measurement situation) we may consider radioactive de-
cay to form a Poisson distribution." This is a common and valid ap-
proximation. Blincoe then feels compelled to approximate the Poisson 
with a normal distribution because "the theory of sequential analysis 
is based on the assumption of a Gaussian distribution of the unknown." 
The cases covered by the Sequential Testing System show that no such 
asswnption is necessary. If Blincoe 'had been aware of Waters's 1955 
article (26) he wo"uld have used the SPRT for the Poisson and been on 
firmer ground. The paper gives some actual data as examples of how 
the SPRT reduces sample size, stating all hypotheses explicitly. Ra-
than using the SPRT in discovering new results, Blincoe has written an 
excellent expository and slightly "promotional" article. 
The last two papers of this section use the SPRT purely as a tool, 
without reservations or justification. Gault and Spyker (33) studied 
the effects of joint immobilization in patients with rheumatoid arth-
ritis. They splinted affected joints on one side of a patient for 3 
weeks and used the other side as a control. "If at the end of this 
time more areas' showed a lower (inflammation) rating on the splinted 
side than vice versa, the outcome could be rated as a success. Other-
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wise, it would be considered a failure .... The criteria for selection 
and evaluation thus stacked the cards of chance against the hypothe-
sis ..•. It Nevertheless, a binomial SPRT wi th Po = .5, PI :::: .8, a. = f3 
= .05 decided in favor of the higher success rate after only 7 obser-
vations. 
Gilliard, Mullen, and Hedwall (34) used the SPRT to study the nat-
riuretic activity of various compounds in dogs and rats. A large se-
ries of controls revealed an "interdependence" between the average so-
dium excretion and its variance, so the authors used a square root 
transformation to eliminate it and make their data presumably normal. 
The authors state their null and alternative hypotheses precisely, in 
terms of the ratio of treatment natriuresis to control values. Their 
tables of acceptance and rejection numbers, however, are not calcula-
ted in the usual way, and formulae are omitted. This seemingly minor 
omission clouds their results, for it makes a reproduction of the ex-
periment more difficult than need be. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An extensive literature search from 1956 into the first quarter of 
1974 revealed very few articles containing biological applications of 
sequential analysis. The wo~d "sequential" does not even appear in the 
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) of Index Medicus. The "Permuterm" sub-
ject index of Scie~ce Citation Index began in 1965, listing pairs of 
keywords in article titles, regardless of order or proximity. Occasion-
ally, however, a pair that occurs together frequently will be hyphenated 
and considered a single term. SCI has contained "sequential-analysis" 
only since 1970, and many of the articles cited deal with the ana~ysis 
of a ,sequence -- of events in healing, of amino acids in a protein, of 
bases in RNA or DNA not sequential analysis in the statistical sense. 
Of just over 3 million articles listed from 1965 through the first quar-
ter of 1974, barely 100 contained biological applications of sequential 
analysis. 
In proportional terms, Biological Abstracts is the richest source 
of articles, but the first 4 references of Chapter IV (28-31) did not 
appear among those abstracted. In 1959 the editors introduced their 
"BASIC" subject index (for Biological Abstracts Subjects In Context), 
greatly assisting the search. Some numbers, however, show the paucity 
of articles fitting the search criteria. There were only 68 biological 
applicatiol1S of sequential analysis out of 1.8 million abstracts from 
1956 through the first quarter of 1974. Of these 68, 26 appeared in 
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foreign journals; and 17 of'the 68 dealt with the non-clinical subjects 
of entomology and plant science. 
This search stressed applications. Much theoretical work has been 
done, but little of it has been applied. One reason for this is that 
sequential testing, though simple, is newer than classical testing. 
Hence it may seem mysterious and "sophisticated" to clinical research-
ers, who are by and large naive statistically. Furthermore, sequential 
tests rarely appear in introductory or applied statistics courses. 
Introduction of the Sequential Testing System on even a limited 
scale should produce a large change in attitude, even among those inves-
tigators familiar with the SPRT. 
The ease with which the System can generate short or long tables 
of acceptance and rejection numbers gives investigators more flexibility 
in choosing and revising their hypotheses. They can generate a whole 
new table with different error rates or different hypothesized paramet-
er values merely by pushing a few buttons. They can get revised OC and 
ASN curves in a few minutes, and be doing something else while the Sys-
tem is graphing them. 
As noted in Chapter IV, many investigators are vague about stating 
their null and alternative hypotheses. By having in front of him a 
typed display from the Sequential Testing System, a System user will 
have an incentive to provide such information. Indeed, the System de-
mands that the investigator resolve these issues before he can even use 
it. The typed sheet will constantly remind him of the values he used 
in obtaining his results. 
Finally, the Sequential Testing System can help teachers bring an 
awareness of the SPRT to their classes. By allowing students to do 
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their assignments quickly, and by allowing the instructor to run sev-
eral examples in a short time, the Sequential Testing System can remove 
much of the "pain" of learning about sequential techniques. 
Both theory and practice have shown that the SPRT can save an ex-
perimenter time, energy, and money by reducing the sample size. When 
the "experimental animals" are human beings, the reduction of sample 
size confers the ethical advantage of providing a decision at the ear-
liest possible moment, especially when one treatment is clearly infe-
rlor. The Sequential Testing System can help introduce a valuable and 
long-neglected tool to clinical research. 
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